Nonlocality, Asymmetry, and Distinguishing Bipartite States by Walgate, J & Hardy, L


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2with real, nonnegative eigenvalues. We will say that
a measurement is trivial if all the POVM elements are
proportional to the identity operator since such a mea-
surement yields no information about the state. Any
measurement not of this type will be called nontrivial.
Theorem 1 Alice and Bob share a 2  n dimensional
quantum system: Alice has a qubit, and Bob an n-
dimensional system that may be entangled with that qubit.
If Alice goes rst, a set of l orthogonal states fj 
i
ig is
exactly locally distinguishable if and only if there is a ba-
sis fj0i; j1ig
A


































i = 0 if i 6= j.
Proof: The proof of suÆciency is simple. If there is a
basis such that the l states can be written as above, the
states may be locally distinguished as follows. Alice mea-
sures in the fj0i; j1ig
A
basis and communicates the result







ig, successfully distinguishing the
states.
The proof of necessity is more complicated. Suppose
that Alice goes rst. The l states must be reliably distin-
guished. Therefore after each and every possible result of
Alice's measurement, all those states that have not been
eliminated as possibilities must remain orthogonal, and
thus potentially distinguishable. Therefore for all pairs




i, and for all measurement results m,
either that pair remains orthogonal post-measurement or






























i = 0: (4)
Consider one POVM element that is not proportional to
identity (such an element must exist since Alice's mea-
surement is nontrivial), and take as our fj0i; j1ig
A
basis











;  >   0:
The states j 
i
i, expanded in the fj0i; j1ig
A
basis at Al-
ice's end can always be written in the form of equation
(1). We must now prove the stated orthogonality condi-
tions on the jis.
For the moment consider only two states: j 
i
i and j 
j
i.
If Alice eliminates neither of our pair from the running,
those states must remain orthogonal, in line with equa-
tion (2). Since the original possible states are orthogonal





















































i = 0: (5)
Hence, in the case that neither state is eliminated, this
pair of states must be in the form given in the theorem.
Now consider the special case where Alice achieves a
negative identication by herself, in line with (3) or (4).
This tells us a great deal about that state. Imagine she
has eliminated j 
i














































i  1. This means that
there is only one possible solution to equation (6):







This implies that j 
i



























Again, we see that this particular pair of states have the
form given in the theorem.
Hence, in all cases, any pair of states must be in the
form given in the theorem. But the basis fj0i; j1ig
A
for
which this is true depends only on the POVM element we
have been considering, and that element is independent
of the states themselves. Therefore fj0i; j1ig
A
is a basis

































i = 0 if i 6= j:
This completes the proof. 2
Theorem 1 depends upon the rst measurement being
made by the owner of the qubit. If we are dealing with
2  2 states, then the proof is applicable to both Alice
and Bob going rst. Thus any set of 22 states that can
be locally distinguished must be expressible in form (1).
This allows us to derive the conditions for LOCC distin-
guishing all possible sets of orthogonal 22 states. Anal-
ysis has already shown that pairs of orthogonal states can
always be LOCC distinguished:
Theorem 2 (Walgate et al.) Two orthogonal 22 states
can always be exactly locally distinguished.
Proof: It was proved by Walgate et al [3] that Alice can
always nd a basis of form (1) in which two states (of
any dimension) can be distinguished. 2
Theorem 3 Three orthogonal 22 states can be exactly
locally distinguished if and only if at least two of those
states are product states.
3Proof: From theorem 2 it follows that any three states




















































If this set is to be locally distinguishable with Alice going





















i = 0. But
there is no room in Bob's two-dimensional Hilbert space
for three mutually orthogonal states. Therefore in each of
these cases, one of the two (unnormalized) states forming
the inner product must have zero magnitude. Since the
states j 
i
i must themselves be normalized, this means








































Three orthogonal 22 states can be locally distinguished
with Alice going rst if and only if they take the form
(8). We can reconstruct this argument for Bob going
rst, with Bob's qubit providing the orthonormal basis.
The form of states we obtain is a mirror image of (8),





of this form can still be locally distinguished, but now
with Bob going rst. It is easy to verify that these two
arrangements encompass all sets of three orthogonal 22
states containing two product states. Therefore, three
orthogonal 22 states can be locally distinguished if and
only if at least two of those states are product states. 2
Theorem 4 Four orthogonal 2 2 states can be exactly
locally distinguished if and only if all of them are product
states.
Proof: Given theorem 3, any three of a set of four distin-
guishable states must contain at least two product states.



















i must be product states. It follows
that at least three of the four states are product states -

























There is only one state that is orthogonal to the above










Four orthogonal 2 2 states can be locally distinguished
with Alice going rst if and only if all of them are product
states of form (9),(10). Again, a complimentary argu-
ment with Bob going rst provides another set of distin-
guishable product states, which together with set (9),(10)
covers all possibilities. Therefore four orthogonal 2  2
states can be locally distinguished if and only if all of
them are product states. 2
A 2  2 system has a four-dimensional Hilbert space,
and so cannot contain a set of more than four mutually
orthogonal states. Thus this completes our analysis.
The sets of three and four LOCC distinguishable 2 2
states (8),(9) display a remarkable asymmetry: the states
can be distinguished if one person goes rst, but not the
other way round.
Denition 2 A set of bipartite states is asymmetri-
cally distinguishable if there is a specic party such that
those states can only be exactly LOCC distinguished when
that party goes rst.
Consider the triplet (8). With Alice going rst it is
clear how to distinguish these states, but if Bob goes
rst this cannot be achieved because, as can be easily
shown, there is no basis fj0i; j1ig
B
in which the states
take the form of theorem 1. This three-state asymmetry
manifests if and only if one of the states is entangled. The
corresponding four-state asymmetry, however, involves
only separable states.
The four states (9)+(10) may be locally distinguished
if Alice goes rst, but not if Bob goes rst so long as
jhjij 6= 1. Bob can do nothing reliable until he re-
ceives some information from Alice. Conversely, Alice
can only reliably discover which state she possesses by
allowing Bob to discover, and hoping that he shares his
knowledge. An example of this phenomenon was dis-
cussed by Groisman and Vaidman [11]. They imposed
stronger constraints, limiting Alice and Bob to one way
communication in the direction B ! A, and showed that









be distinguished in that circumstance. This is a four-
state example of the asymmetry we have outlined, which
arises not from a one-way communication restriction, nor
indeed any practical limits on Alice and Bob's LOCC pro-
tocol. Rather, this asymmetry appears in the set of states
itself: Alice and Bob will know without consultation who
must make the rst move.
This asymmetry emerges from the most basic level.








are of course or-
thogonal, but whilst Alice's intervention is both neces-
sary and suÆcient to distinguish them, Bob's is not. The
point is the orthogonality of any pair of product states
must be locally manifested. One might naively expect
that the addition of the second pair of orthogonal states,
\completing" the 2  2 Hilbert space, would provide a
balance, and reintroduce symmetry. This is not the case.
There is one and only one \symmetric" set of four or-
thogonal 2 2 states, in the sense that there is only one



















An interesting property of these states is that they can
encode a single bit such that neither Alice nor Bob can



















Both Alice and Bob have the power to reveal the bit
to their partner, but neither can gain any access to it
directly.
Nonlocality without entanglement occurs when a set of
product states can not be distinguished with either Alice
or Bob going rst. Bennett et al's paper considered a
set of nine such states, which were symmetric under the
exchange of Alice and Bob's systems. But this symme-
try is not fundamental to the nonlocality. In its simplest
form, we can think of nonlocality without entanglement
manifesting asymmetrically for only for one party. Gro-
isman and Vaidman used this insight when they created
a proof of Bennett's result built from their observations
on one-way indistinguishability [11]. What is really at is-
sue is not the kind of LOCC protocols employed by Alice
and Bob, nor the content of their communications, but
the asymmetric properties of subsets of the states them-
selves. Framed this way, the \full-blown" phenomenon












FIG. 1: Bennett et al's depiction of the states (11) as a set of
dominoes.
Theorem 5 (Bennett et al) The nine 3  3 states de-
picted in gure 1 and specied below cannot be exactly dis-

































Proof: We will prove that the states cannot be distin-
guished if Alice goes rst. If so then by their symmetry
the states cannot be distinguished with Bob going rst
either.
Alice performs a general measurement, represented by





, which we will































The eect of this positive operator upon states 1,4,5,6
and 7 (highlighted in bold in the diagram) is entirely










. This select set of
states is of dimension 2  3, yet there is palpably no
basis in which Alice can express them in the form of
theorem 1. These states are thus indistinguishable with
Alice going rst, and Alice cannot perform a nontrivial
measurement upon the fj1i; j2ig
A
subspace. Thus the
corresponding sub-matrix must be proportional to the









Exactly the same argument can be made for the states








































Now consider the fj0i; j2ig
A
subspace, and the states
2 and 4. Alice's measurement must either leave them
orthogonal or distinguish them outright. In the former









i = 0. Simple al-























is proportional to the iden-
tity.
If Alice distinguishes the states outright then for one



















i = . Thus  = 0 and, since POVM





is the null matrix.
The above argument applies to all possible measure-
ment outcomes, and thus all of Alice's POVM elements
must be proportional to the identity if she and Bob are
to distinguish the states. By denition, Alice cannot go
rst. By the symmetry of states (11), neither can Bob.
Therefore the states (11) cannot be distinguished using
5only local operations and classical communication. This
completes the proof. 2
We have shown that sets of orthogonal 2n states can
be distinguished only if they can written in a particular
form, and we have seen how this result dictates the dis-
tinguishability of the 2 2 states. \Nonlocality without
entanglement" can be constructed from the asymmetries
that arise in sets of such states.
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